Introduction {#s1}
============

Listening to an orchestral performance demonstrates the auditory system\'s extraordinary capability to both segregate and integrate sound sources within a complex mixture of simultaneously playing instruments and background sounds. While most listeners can segregate individual melodic lines, for example a flute and a harp from the mixture, the same excerpt could be differentially perceived by integrating multiple instruments into a single percept, focusing on, for example, their harmonic relationships. Mechanisms contributing to resolving such Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) challenges have been extensively studied psychophysically and comprehensively described in Bregman\'s ([@B10]) work, proposing a framework for the perceptual organization of sounds. Stream segregation is responsible for parceling an auditory scene with multiple sound sources into individual acoustic events or auditory streams (McAdams and Bregman, [@B42]; Bregman, [@B10]; Micheyl et al., [@B45]; Ciocca, [@B17]). Segregation and integration of sources within mixtures of spectrally and temporally overlapping sounds is mainly driven by physical (i.e., bottom-up) differences, and may be further facilitated by, among others, selective attention (i.e., top-down modulations; Bregman, [@B10]; Brochard et al., [@B13]; Shamma and Micheyl, [@B55]). In polyphonic music, pitch and instrument timbre differences have been indicated as prominent examples of bottom-up cues (for example, Bregman and Pinker, [@B12]; Wessel, [@B63]; Cusack and Roberts, [@B24]; Deutsch, [@B26]; Marozeau et al., [@B39]; McAdams, [@B40],[@B41]), with top-down attention potentially modulating sound feature representation(s) or general source salience (Carlyon, [@B15]; Cusack et al., [@B23]; Carlyon and Cusack, [@B16]; Sussman et al., [@B59]; Besle et al., [@B5]; Lakatos et al., [@B38]; Riecke et al., [@B54]).

Polyphonic music very well exemplifies ASA in naturalistic complex auditory scenes as encountered by many listeners on a daily basis, comprising multiple sources from various instruments combined with changing degrees of spectral-temporal overlap. However, contrary to traditional cocktail-party designs, polyphonic music stimuli not only permit studying classical source segregation, they also add the possibility to investigate the relatively neglected ASA aspect of stream integration across (complex) sounds (Sussman, [@B58]; Deutsch, [@B26]; Uhlig et al., [@B61]; Ragert et al., [@B53]). Even though initial segregation of music voices is probably necessary to perceive polyphony, the simultaneous percepts of coherent melodic lines is most likely achieved by integration (Bregman, [@B10]; Gregory, [@B29]; Bigand et al., [@B9]), which is potentially modulated by top-down influences. A general performance benefit is observed on divided attention tasks employing polyphonic music, as compared to many experiments using other types of stimuli such as multiple simultaneous speech streams (for example, Bigand et al., [@B9]). Observed superior performance is hypothesized to be driven by the existence of both a perceptual and structural relationship between the multiple music voices comprising counterpoint/polyphonic pieces. Counterpoint music contains structural relationships both across the notes of individual voices (i.e., horizontal coherence) and between the individual melodic lines (i.e., vertical integration). Music voices, therefore, need to have sufficient commonalities to express their musical relationship and allow their integration, by, for example, top-down processes, even though the need remains for preserving ample differentiating factors, such as pitch or timbre, to allow for their segregation.

The majority of psychophysical and neuroscientific studies on ASA have been implemented using relatively elementary auditory scenes with, for example, tones in noise or multiple alternating tone sequences (for reviews see, Bregman, [@B10], [@B11]; Carlyon, [@B15]; Ciocca, [@B17]; Alain and Bernstein, [@B1]). While music listening and processing has been studied extensively in recent years (for reviews see, Peretz and Zatorre, [@B52]; McDermott and Oxenham, [@B43]; Zatorre and Zarate, [@B65]), very few have attempted to investigate ASA employing more complex and realistic polyphonic music (Janata et al., [@B32]; Ragert et al., [@B53]). Conversely, some studies did apply ASA segregation mechanisms to explain polyphonic/multi-part music perception (for example, Deutsch, [@B25], [@B26]), even though no tasks have been developed to allow the study of ASA with naturalistic stimuli. The present work tries to address these factors and describes two psychophysical experiments employing polyphonic music, aimed at introducing a more ecologically valid stream segregation and integration paradigm as compared to the commonly used schematic streaming designs (for example, Bregman, [@B10], [@B11]; Carlyon, [@B15]; Ciocca, [@B17]). We introduce a task for investigation of both stream integration and segregation with custom-composed polyphonic music stimuli, and, contrary to most previous ASA studies, provide a selective attention behavioral performance metric for both the segregation and integration of scene elements, allowing behavioral validation of task performance. The polyphonic music used was specifically designed to remain as close as possible to highly controlled stimuli typically employed in more schematic stream segregation tasks, while still being perceived as a complex music stimulus frequently encountered by listeners. Designing stimuli in this way aids task interpretation and integration within existing ASA literature, while the use of full complex music stimuli, for example extracted from existing compositions, would render the literature integration more difficult. In the current study we will introduce the task, demonstrate its validity, including its use with non-musically trained subjects, document its reliability, and make both task and stimuli available to the community for future use.

When ample physical differences between sound sources exist, such as in the case of instruments with different timbres, the integrative condition is not expected to show reduced performance compared to the segregative conditions (for example, van Noorden, [@B62]; Bregman, [@B10], [@B11]; Moore and Gockel, [@B46]). To test this hypothesis, in Experiment 1 the participant\'s locus of attention was varied via visual instructions. While listening to polyphonic music, participants were asked to attend individual instruments or the aggregate (i.e., both instruments) and detected rhythmic modulations incorporated within or across instruments. Our main goal was to develop a task that was challenging to non-musicians while equating difficulty across conditions, maintaining high correct scores and preserving the possibility to monitor participant\'s locus of attention. By reducing instrument timbre differences, more challenging segregation conditions can be created (for example, van Noorden, [@B62]; Melara and Marks, [@B44]; Gregory, [@B30]; Cusack and Roberts, [@B24]; Moore and Gockel, [@B46]; Bey and McAdams, [@B7]; Sussman, [@B58]), possibly improving performance on the less demanding task of source integration. Conversely, an increase of timbre difference could facilitate the source segregation and decrease integration performance, giving rise to an instrument-timbre interaction: more attentional resources are recruited for segregating sources with smaller physical (i.e., bottom-up) differences compared to their integration, while less attentional resources are required for segregation than integration when there are larger physical differences. Such possible effects are tested in Experiment 2, which adds a bottom-up manipulation to the attentive modulation framework of Experiment 1 by introducing a three-level change in instrument timbre distance.

Both experiments were specifically designed to facilitate eventual investigation of top-down and bottom-up contributions to stream segregation and integration processes for complex sounds using both behavioral and neuroimaging paradigms. To generalize the task to the latter application, Experiment 2 was additionally validated within the functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) scanner environment. Subjects were tested either in a sound attenuated chamber without background scanning sequence noise (LAB group), or during a multi-session fMRI experiment (SCAN group) with a continuous imaging sequence, allowing assessment of whether group-level task performance was affected by the addition of scanner noise to the auditory scene. The factor of background noise in fMRI scanning (Belin et al., [@B4]; Amaro et al., [@B2]; Hall et al., [@B31]; Andoh et al., [@B3]) is often ignored, but becomes of special significance in the case of stream segregation studies.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Stimuli
-------

Twenty polyphonic counterpoint music pieces were custom-composed in close collaboration with a composer, providing desired control over acoustical content while remaining recognizable as polyphonic music. All pieces were 28 s long and included two voices written in treble and bass clef, respectively synthesized in bassoon and cello, at tempo 60. Compositions were controlled for, among others, pitch distance between voices (never touching or crossing), rhythmic modulations, and pitch modulation size (Supplementary Figure [1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Tempo of 60 beats per minute was selected among other faster alternatives to allow not musically-trained individuals to detect temporal modulations within the music. Sixty-two additional unique pieces were custom-written for training and testing purposes, of which six were composed meeting the exact same requirements as the experimental pieces. All training music was unrelated to the experimental compositions and not repeated anywhere other than in their respective training round or the pre-test (see Participant Selection and Training). Music pieces were synthesized from Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) files in mono for bassoon (treble clef) and cello (bass clef) independently, sampled at 44.1 kilo Hertz with a 16Bits resolution using Logic Pro 9 (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, USA). Stimuli were combined into polyphonic pieces, Root Mean Square (RMS) equalized, and onsets-offsets exponentially ramped with 100 ms rise-fall times. Stimulus processing and manipulation after sampling was performed with custom-developed MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) codes.

To provide a control on the locus of selective attention, participants detected rhythmic modulations comprising a pattern of triplets incorporated in the polyphonic music. Triplets, in our specific case, are defined as three eighth notes played in the time of one beat, typically perceived by (non-musically trained) listeners as a "speeding-up" of the music compared to its flanking notes. Temporal modulations in the form of triplets were chosen because they are orthogonal to pitch changes, facilitating detection by non-musically trained listeners and providing maximum independence from pitch-based segregation mechanisms. Patterns detected by subjects consisted of four eighth-note triplets in a row, comprising a total duration of 4 s, and were either present within bassoon (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blue notes), or cello (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, green notes), or occurred across voices (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, red notes), or were not present. When patterns crossed voices, they started randomly with the first triplet in bassoon or cello and accordingly alternated between voices; when located within a single voice, all triplets were only present inside the respective instrument\'s melody. Patterns were pseudo-randomly incorporated in the second half of each excerpt between 14 and 19 s, and surrounding music contained no specific information concerning pattern location or presence. To prevent triplets standing out too obviously from neighboring notes, the patterns followed the excerpt\'s melody. Adopting such a design resulted in stimuli which only differed as to the inclusion and position of triplets. Incorporating the same four-triplet pattern within and across voices ensured participants detected the same pattern independently of condition. Experimental stimuli are available for download via the Zatorre lab\'s website[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}.

![Different Triplet versions for each music composition **(A)**: no triplets, upper voice (i.e., bassoon; blue notes), lower voice (i.e., cello; green notes), crossing voices (red notes). Trial buildup **(B)** with stimulus, response window, a 3 s (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 LAB) or 10 s (Experiment 2 SCAN) silence; Experiment 1 **(C)** and 2 **(E)** trials presented in attentive blocks, preceded by attention instruction and silence. Experiment 2 instrument timbre manipulation **(D)** per triplet version: original timbre (maximum; blue), morph perception center-point (minimum; pink), or morphed 20% more toward maximum from minimum (intermediate; yellow).](fnins-12-00121-g0001){#F1}

Instrument timbre was manipulated for each melody separately via interpolation using the STRAIGHT[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"} vocoder speech manipulation software tool in MATLAB (Kawahara and Matsui, [@B34]). Morphing was performed individually for each melody (i.e., voice), interpolating the melody from the version played by a bassoon toward that played by the cello, hence modulating the melody\'s timbre/instrument. To achieve this, time-frequency landmarks were created on each instrument\'s synthesized melody, with landmark time centered on the middle of each note and frequency tagged as the note\'s f0. Within each music voice, instrument timbres were morphed by logarithmic interpolation of spectral density and aperiodicity. For a subset of five Experiment 1 compositions (1, 4, 5, 8, and 10), instrument timbre was manipulated by morphing individual voices played by their original instrument toward the other instrument in 10% increments, for example leading to the following combinations: 100% bassoon and 0% cello, 90% bassoon and 10% cello, 80% bassoon and 20% cello, *et cetera*. Resulting stimuli were combined into polyphonic pieces, RMS equalized, exponentially ramped with 100 ms rise-fall times, and filtered per individual channel with Sensimetrics equalization filters in MATLAB.

Participants
------------

Twenty-nine adult volunteers (18 women; age 23.4 +/− 3.7 years, *mean* +/− *standard deviation*) with self-reported normal hearing, motor, and vision abilities participated in Experiment 1. None of the participants spoke a tonal language and all had less than 2 years of (formal) music training on a lifetime basis with instruments other than bassoon or cello, as assessed via the Montreal Music History Questionnaire (Coffey et al., [@B21]). After completing Experiment 1, a group of 19 listeners also participated in Experiment 2 (13 females, age 22.7 +/− 2.6 years). Participants in Experiment 2 were initially recruited for a fMRI experiment, however, when not eligible for MRI due to safety concerns, the experiment was completed in a sound-attenuated chamber (*N* = 9; LAB). The remaining subjects (*N* = 10; SCAN) performed the task inside the fMRI scanner over the course of two or three scanning-sessions. Subject assignment to LAB or SCAN group was solely depended on their MRI eligibility, and hence should not have resulted in any bias with respect to task performance ability. Volunteers were mostly students recruited from McGill University (*N* = 7) or Maastricht University (*N* = 22), with both McGill and Maastricht volunteers participating in Experiment 1, and a subgroup of Maastricht volunteers in Experiment 2. Subjects provided written informed consent and experimental procedures were approved by the ethical committees of each university.

Experiment 1
------------

### Task

Participants completed a forced-choice delayed-response target detection task within or across music voices, attending to the same instrument(s) during a block of 16 trials (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}); before initiation of each block they were visually instructed to attend to the bassoon, cello, or aggregate. After each stimulus ended, listeners indicated via a button press whether the triplet pattern was present in the instrument(s) instructed to be attended or not. Post-stimulus responses were adopted to reduce the influence of cognitive decision and motor processes in the stimulus presentation window, specifically beneficial for task employment in neuroimaging experiments. Depending on the attentive condition, triplet presence and/or position differed: in the attend to both instruments condition, half of the trials had triplets crossing over the voices and half contained no triplets; in the attend to bassoon condition, half the trials contained a target pattern in the bassoon voice, as a control one-fourth of the trials contained triplets in the unattended (cello) voice, and one-fourth of the trials contained no triplets; similarly, in the attend cello condition half the trials comprised triplets in cello, one-fourth in bassoon and one-fourth no triplets. Equal distribution between target and no-target trials was adopted to prevent response bias. No-triplet trials along with triplet patterns in the opposite voice were employed to check for false alarms and whether subjects switched attention between instruments as opposed to exclusively focusing on a single voice. Furthermore, opposite-voice patterns provided information if the correct instrument was attended and, in case of a large number of misses, allowed determining whether triplet detection in the opposite voice was achieved. Even though it is not possible to determine with absolute certainty whether a subject was attending to the cued instrument(s) in the various conditions, high performance on the task in conjunction with the above-mentioned measures does provide a strong indicator of a subject\'s capacity to segregate and integrate music streams.

Trial duration was 33 s and comprised a stimulus of 28 s, response window of 2 s, and a 3 s silence (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). After nine trials simulating the experiment, 96 trials from 16 (*N* = 7 participants; McGill University volunteers), or a sub-set of 10 (*N* = 22; Maastricht University volunteers), unique compositions were presented over six attentive blocks. Each stimulus block represented a condition and all conditions were repeated twice, each time with a unique stimulus order. Within a participant the same conditions could not follow each other and the order within the first and second block of three conditions had to be unique (e.g., ACB-CAB); condition ordering was balanced across subjects. Stimulus presentation order was pseudo-random, controlling that within a block of 16 trials, stimuli of the same composition could not follow one another, and a composition could not be repeated more than once. Stimuli were delivered through Shure SRH1440 professional open-back headphones (impedance 37Ω; Shure Inc., Niles, Illinois, USA) at approximately 85 dB SPL in a sound-attenuated chamber via a Creative Sound Blaster Audigy 2ZS (Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore) sound card, employing Presentation 17.0 (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, California, USA) for stimulus presentation and response recording. Before participation in the experiment, subjects completed a training session and a pre-test for learning assessment; see Participant selection and Training for details.

Experiment 2
------------

### Task

In Experiment 2, a manipulation of bottom-up information (timbre) was added to the Experiment 1 design, keeping all task and stimulus aspects not otherwise mentioned below equal to Experiment 1. The difference between instrument timbres was varied across three discrete levels while subjects performed the attentive task as described in Experiment 1. Timbre morphs were combined to create three instrument timbre distances: each melody played by their respective original instruments (i.e., no timbre manipulation; maximum; Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blue), minimum timbre difference between instruments (minimum; Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, pink), and 20% closer toward maximum from the minimum distance values (intermediate; Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, yellow). Minimum timbre distance between voices was determined perceptually for each subject in a separate experiment, rating their instrument perception for all timbre morphs per voice (see Timbre Perception). Individual matching of timbre distance was adopted to account for subject variation with respect to their perceptual center points, based on a pilot experiment suggesting such differences.

Participants attended the same instrument(s) during an attentive block of five trials, each comprising a stimulus of 28 s, response window of 2 s, and a 3 s (LAB) or a 10 s (SCAN) post-silence (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). After several practice trials, a total of 90 (LAB) or 135 (SCAN) trials were presented across six (LAB) or nine (SCAN) runs of three attention blocks each (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Composition version distribution across conditions was equal to Experiment 1, with the only exception that eight target trials and seven control trials were included in a run. Within the bassoon and cello conditions, this distribution resulted in control trials comprising uneven numbers of no-triplet versions and opposite-to-attention-voice triplet versions (three or four of each). To mitigate any effects of such imbalance, their numbers alternated across experiment repetitions: three-four or four-three. Stimulus order was pseudo-random, controlling that each timbre distance version of each composition was covered by all conditions over the course of three runs/nine attentive blocks. Within attention blocks, compositions could occur only once, same timbre distances could not follow, a composition\'s timbre distance had to occur at least once, and the same timbre distance could not occur more than twice. Within a run, stimuli could only occur once, the first stimulus of a consecutive attentive block could not be the same as last of the previous, and number of timbre distance occurrences for each composition had to be equal. In one experiment repetition (i.e., three runs/nine attentive blocks), all conditions uniquely occurred at each position within the three-block sequence, for example: ABC-BCA-CAB. For all three experiment repetitions (i.e., nine runs/27 attentive blocks), condition order blocks appeared in all positions, for example: repetition (1) ABC-BCA-CAB, (2) BCA-CAB-ABC, and (3) CAB-ABC-BCA. Across participants, condition run order was balanced, for example: participant (1) BCA-CAB-ABC vs. (2) CBA-BAC-ACB. Stimuli were presented through Sensimetrics (Sensimetrics Corporation, Malden, Massachusetts, USA) S14 ear-buds at approximately 83 dB SPL via a Creative Sound Blaster Audigy 2ZS sound card (LAB). During the fMRI sessions (SCAN) stimuli were presented via Sensimetrics S14 ear-buds and a Creative Sound Blaster X-Fi Xtreme Audio sound card at around 94 dB SPL, a gain of approximately 30dB over the scanner sequence noise.

### Timbre perception

During a separate session, each participant\'s minimum instrument timbre distance point was perceptually determined by rating their perception of all timbre morphing steps per individual voice. Each subject was presented with all 10% morph steps to allow assessment of their changing percept, as we were not aware of any other data quantifying these timbre modification effects. Listeners were first habituated to the unaltered instrument timbre, corresponding to maximum timbre difference across voices, with 10 stimuli per instrument. Next, we assessed with 10 different test stimuli per instrument whether they correctly identified the timbre of both bassoon and cello. Subjects ranked their timbre morph perception of 176 trials on a one-to-five scale: 1 = bassoon, 3 = intermediate, 5 = cello. Morphs were pseudo-randomly presented over eight equal-length blocks, controlling that the same composition or the same voice did not follow each other. The rating scale was visually presented throughout the experiment, fading to the background during stimulus presentation and turning brighter for the 2-s response window which was followed by a 2-s silence. Stimuli spanned all 10% timbre morphing steps, giving a total of 11 versions per instrument voice per composition. Perceptual midpoints were determined by fitting a sigmoid to all voice\'s data points *r*, with minimum *a* = 1 (bassoon percept rating) and maximum *b* = 5 (cello perception rating). Center point *x*50 as well as slope *m* was estimated per individual voice by non-linear regression with iterative least squares estimation and initial values *m* = 1 and *x*50 = voice mean rating:
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Sigmoid center point *x*50 was subsequently selected as the voice\'s timbre perception center, and morphs were combined into the three instrument timbre distances (see Experiment 2 Task): maximum (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blue, i.e., original instruments), minimum (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, pink, i.e., perceptual center for each instrument), and intermediate (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, yellow, i.e., perceptual center minus 20 percent).

Participant selection and training
----------------------------------

Participants received Experiment 1-specific training, exposing them over 10 training-rounds to music of increasing complexity, ranging from scales including isolated triplets in a single voice until polyphonic melodies at melodic complexity equal to experimental stimuli and including the triplet pattern (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Training rounds consisted of initial instructions including examples and, to assess learning, several test stimuli with varying performance requirements (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Protocols provided the option to repeat examples as desired and were developed to be self-explanatory as well as adaptive to participant performance. Feedback was presented after each trial requiring response, and if training round test performance was insufficient, the full round could be repeated maximum twice. After training, generalization was tested via a pre-test simulating a shortened version of Experiment 1, employing four custom written compositions across 24 trials. Training was completed in two different groups, the first (*N* = 14) started with training and completed Experiment 1 if requirements were met (*N* = 10). The second group (*N* = 68) first completed the perceptual rating experiment of instrument timbres and if perceiving differences between morphs (*N* = 21), continued to the training phase, which was completed successfully by the 19 subjects who participated in Experiment 2. Pooling over both groups, 83 percent of participants could be successfully trained.

###### 

Training rounds and pre-test with their respective triplet types, melody complexity, included instruments, triplet location, task and number of test stimuli, and minimum score needed to pass the round. R = training round, PA = rate triplet(s) as present or absent, Exp = experimental task.

  **ID**     **Triplet type**   **Melody**     **Instrument(s)**   **Triplet location**   **Task (test-stim)**   **Min. correct (%)**
  ---------- ------------------ -------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  R1         Single             Scales         Bassoon             Individual Voice       PA (6)                 100
  R2                                           Cello                                                             
  R3                            Basic          Bassoon                                                           
  R4                                           Cello                                                             
  R5                            Complex        Bassoon                                                           
  R6                                           Cello                                                             
  R7         Pattern                           Bassoon & Cello     Bassoon                PA (5)                 85
  R8                                                               Cello                                         
  R9                                                               Crossing                                      
  R10                           Experimental                       Variable               PA (8)                 
  Pre-test                                                                                Exp (24)               

Analysis
--------

Responses to both experiments were classified as hits *H*, misses *M*, false alarms *FA*, and correct rejections *CR*. Due to scores occurring close to ceiling, d-prime values were edge-corrected (see for example, Stanislaw and Todorov, [@B57]) for visualization, Bayesian model initiation (see below), and comparison purposes only:
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where Φ^−1^ denote the inverse normal cumulative distribution function with μ = 0 and σ = 1.

Differences between experimental conditions were statistically evaluated with an ANOVA-like hierarchical Bayesian model including multiple grouping variables, with each subject contributing measures to all groups. Hierarchical models are particularly well suited to describe data from individuals within groups, comprising parameters for each individual as well as higher-level group distributions, allowing integrating group and individual parameters in the same model. Such an integration has several advantages, among which the possibility to correctly estimate the variance due to subject effects with different/smaller sample sizes across groups. Additionally, these models can seamlessly handle participant performance close to ceiling, an unequal number of trials per condition, and possible heteroscedastic variances across conditions (based on a pilot experiment suggesting such variance differences). One of the strengths of incorporating Bayesian methods in a hierarchical framework, comprises the possibility of reallocating the model\'s parameter value credibility over more restrictive options when more data is added to the model, providing as output a distribution of credible parameter values (e.g., a condition\'s effect) which inherently capture the estimated parameter\'s uncertainty. Furthermore, the use of Gibbs sampling in the Bayesian framework allows to perform inference on those models which cannot be analytically derived, as is the case for our model, preventing the need for approximations/simplifications to make the problem tractable. Estimation and inference with hierarchical models presents many challenges in the standard (frequentist) setting, therefore, in this work, both for computational reasons and model flexibility, we chose to employ instead Bayesian estimation.

The use of a standard frequentist analysis on d-prime would be suboptimal in our case, due to several subjects performing at ceiling. It would be necessary to perform such analysis on edge-corrected d-prime values, since ceiling d-prime is infinite, which, among others, leads to a loss of sensitivity in the higher ranges. Furthermore, submitting an estimated d-prime to a standard statistical test, for example an ANOVA, would rely on the assumption that all measurements have similar uncertainty. However, this is not the case for d-prime values close to ceiling, which have a different variance compared to those in the lower ranges. The most employed statistical tool to handle such heteroscedasticity is a hierarchical (i.e., mixed effects) model, which can weigh different measurements based on their uncertainty and produce a reliable population estimate. These models can be estimated in a frequentist or a Bayesian framework, given the model considered in our work the Bayesian approach was most suited. Bayesian hierarchical models provide further advantages over both frequentist and non-hierarchical models, however full coverage of strengths, weaknesses, and differences between models is beyond the scope of this paper; for an introduction to Bayesian data analysis, see Kruschke ([@B37]).

Hierarchical model parameter estimate ranges will be expressed as Highest Density Intervals (HDIs; for example, Kruschke, [@B37]), whose range spans x-percent of the parameter estimation distribution and is analogous to the parametric confidence interval; an HDI of, for example, 95% from a standard normal distribution would extend from −1.96 to 1.96. When an effect\'s HDI range includes zero it indicates there is probably no effect of respective condition. Models were estimated with JAGS[^3^](#fn0003){ref-type="fn"} (Just Another Gibbs Sampler, version 3.3.0) via its Matlab integration MATJAGS[^4^](#fn0004){ref-type="fn"} (version 1.3.1) employing Gibbs sampling Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations. JAGS models are defined by nodes, which in the model definition are written as either a stochastic relationship "\~" (i.e., random variable), or a deterministic relation "←" where the respective node value is determined by its parents. Each model was estimated with 10.000 MCMC samples and a burn-in of 2.000 samples. Edge-corrected d-primes were used as model initiation variables, providing condition specific values for each subject from which to start model fitting.

Correlation of subject performance between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 for those subjects who completed both experiments (*N* = 19) was performed using Spearman linear rank correlation on correct rates over all trials for Experiment 1 and maximum morph distance only trials for Experiment 2. Experiment 2 correlation between correct rates for all trials and subject morph effect, was calculated with a Spearman linear rank correlation by subtracting accuracy for all minimum morphing distance trials from all maximum distance trials. Correct rates were selected due to a different number of trials between comparisons, hence a difference in their maximum edge-corrected d-prime values.

Hierarchical model specification
--------------------------------

Experiment 1 model is a simplification of the Experiment 2 model (Supplementary Figure [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), hence only the latter is discussed here in detail. Subject observations per condition were labeled as measurements *m*, three attention and three timbre distance conditions resulted in nine samples per participant and a total of *m*=171. Hits (*H*) and false alarms (*FA*) were, respectively, binomially modeled with the number of hits *n*~*hit*~, trials including triplets *n*~*tri*~, false alarms *n*~*fa*~, and trials excluding triplets *n*~*ntri*~; note that this modeling of d-prime is not equivalent to the edge-correction described above. Hit and *FA* distributions were transformed using the standard normal cumulative distribution function Φ, within which the bias-model (*bias*~*m*~) links to the d-prime model. By modeling *H* and *FA* with the Binomial distribution, we assume all trials are independent and identically distributed:
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Group d-prime values over measurements *m* were modeled as normally distributed with mean $\mu_{d^{\prime},m}$ and variance $\sigma_{d^{\prime},attn}$, by which we assume equal variance across subjects and timbre conditions but not for attentive conditions:
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Expected values of the d-prime distribution were estimated with an ANOVA-like model, employing normally distributed parameters: intercept β~0~, attention β~*att*~, timbre β~*timb*~, attention-by-timbre interaction β~*a*\**ti*~, and subject β~*subj*~:
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where Γ(*a, b*) denotes a gamma distribution with shape *a* and rate *b*.

Distribution of β~0,*m*~ was centered on zero with large variance to allow a wide range of intercept values, capturing possible d-prime differences between conditions. Beta prior values for all other predictors are limited in their range via variance σ~β~*n*~~. Allowing Beta standard deviations to range freely between close to minimum and maximum probability would result in an unrealistically large standard deviation and range. Such an exaggeration would have too large an influence on our data set with only a moderate number of samples. Based on suggestions by Kruschke ([@B37], Chapter 21) and considerations concerning number of trials as well as d-prime range, gamma prior values were restricted to Γ(1.64, 0.32), which has mode 2 and standard deviation 4. Experiment biases were modeled equivalently to the described d-prime model, however, for conciseness, only the d-prime model is described in detail, even though the bias is an integral part of the full hierarchical model (see Supplementary Figure [2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Experiment 1 resulted in three measurements per participant, a total of *m* = 87. Hierarchical model implementation was identical to Experiment 2, with only exception being a parameter reduction on $\mu_{d^{\prime},m}$ to intercept, attention, and subject effects:
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Results {#s3}
=======

Experiment 1
------------

Inspection of Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} suggests that there was no difference between attention conditions for edge-corrected d-primes in Experiment 1. Bayesian hierarchical model contrasts between all pairs (Figures [2F--H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed that none of the attention effects differed from the grand mean (i.e., subject factor). The grand mean demonstrated that mean performance was relatively comparable across subjects (95% HDI = \[3.14 3.76\]; Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); the bias model terms for each condition were strongly centered on zero. Results indicate that the training was successful and subjects were able to complete the task with overall high correct scores, while at the group level task difficulty did not differ across attentive conditions. No systematic group difference was found for False Alarms generated by control trials containing no triplets vs. those with triplets in the unattended instrument. Assessment of accuracy across all trials for included compositions showed comparable values at the group level (Supplementary Figure [1c](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Split-half reliability on edge-corrected d-prime values for the full experiment yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.74 (*p* \< 0.001).

![Experiment 1 group results (*N* = 29) for edge corrected d-prime per condition **(A)**, with median (horizontal bar) and 25th--75th percentile. Bayesian hierarchical model **(B--H)**, with group grand mean **(B)**, attention effects **(C--E)**, and contrasts between attention conditions **(F--H)**. Horizontal lines below **(B--H)** indicate 95% HDI.](fnins-12-00121-g0002){#F2}

Experiment 2
------------

Subject timbre perception center points for the upper voice were determined at 0.4 (i.e., 60% bassoon & 40% cello; *N* = 1), 0.5 (*N* = 11), 0.6 (*N* = 6), and 0.7 (*N* = 1); for the lower voice 0.4 (*N* = 3), 0.5 (*N* = 10), and 0.6 (*N* = 6). Group mean values of edge-corrected d-prime (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that intermediate and minimum timbre distance for both bassoon and cello conditions resulted in lower d-prime values compared to their respective maximum timbre distances as well as all three aggregate timbre distances. The observed change in edge-corrected d-prime values was caused by both an increase in False Alarm rate and a decrease in Hit rate (Supplementary Figure [4](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), confirming effects were not driven by participant bias; no False Alarm bias was found across subjects for trials with no triplets vs. unattended instruments. Accuracy levels across all trials for included compositions were comparable at group level (Supplementary Figure [1d](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Edge corrected d-prime scores computed over all trials resulted in a split-half correlation of 0.84 (*p* \< 0.001), and subject performance on Experiment 2 was predictable by Experiment 1 scores (*r* = 0.49, *p* = 0.031; **Figure 5A**).

![Experiment 2 group and individual edge corrected d-prime results (*N* = 19) per condition and instrument morph distance. Timbre distance: Max, maximum; Int, intermediate; Min, minimum. Vertical gray bars in group plot range 25th--75th percentile; horizontal gray lines median. Participants: S = experiment in sound attenuated chamber (LAB), M = experiment during fMRI (SCAN).](fnins-12-00121-g0003){#F3}

Inspection of the Bayesian model grand mean (\[4.02 5.34\]; Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrated a moderate mean performance variation across subjects. Attention main effect did not differ from the grand mean (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), nor did subsequent attentive condition contrasts (Supplementary Figure [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicate a main effect of attention. Timbre distance effect (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) of the minimum timbre difference condition did differ from zero \[−1.18 −0.24\], indicating that this condition may be more difficult than both the maximum and intermediate timbre distances. Respective contrasts confirmed that the timbre distance main effect was driven by the minimum timbre distance, with both maximum-minimum (\[0.25 1.87\]; Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and minimum-intermediate (\[0.27 1.88\]; Figure [4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) differing from zero. The within-attention condition timbre distance effects (Figures [4D--F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and their respective contrasts (Supplementary Figure [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), yielded no differences between timbre distance conditions. This observation confirmed that within attention condition timbre distances did not differ in difficulty; the model bias terms were centered on zero and showed no effect of condition.

![Experiment 2 Bayesian hierarchical model grand mean **(A)**, attention effects **(B)**, morphing effects **(C)**, morphing effects per attentive condition **(D--F)**, all contrasts with a 95% HDI differing from zero (**G,H**; see also Supplementary Figure [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Timbre distance: Max, maximum; Int, intermediate; Min, minimum. Horizontal lines below histograms, 95% HDI.](fnins-12-00121-g0004){#F4}

Even though no timbre distance effect was found within attention conditions, the data displayed a trend toward the minimum timbre difference being more difficult than both maximum and intermediate timbre distances when segregating (bassoon and cello conditions), while the opposite was observed when integrating (aggregate condition). Further inspection of several contrasts testing for interaction effects did not indicate any differences (Supplementary Figure [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, when correlating subject morph effects, computed by subtracting maximum and minimum timbre distance scores, with their correct rates over all trials, those with lower overall scores showed the largest influence of morphing distance (*r* = 0.76, *p* \< 0.001; Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that behavioral effects of timbre distance may be masked in those subjects performing close to or at ceiling.

![**(A)** Experiments 1 and 2 (maximum timbre distance trials only) correlation between correct rates across trials; for Experiment 1 only those subjects who completed both experiments were included (*N* = 19). **(B)** Correlation between Experiment 2 subject morph effects and correct rates across all trials. Morph effect calculated by subtracting correct rates over all minimum morphing distance trials from correct rates of all maximum distance trials.](fnins-12-00121-g0005){#F5}

Comparing Experiment 2 LAB (0.90 \[0.73 0.95\], *Median \[Inter Quartile Range\]*) and SCAN (0.99 \[0.94 1.0\]) group data for correct rates over all trials, the addition of scanner noise to the scene did not have a detrimental effect on task performance; Experiment 1 LAB (0.90 \[0.83 0.96\]) and SCAN (0.92 \[0.91 0.97\]) group performance did not show differences.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We presented a novel paradigm developed to investigate both top-down and bottom-up modulations of auditory stream segregation and integration with custom-composed polyphonic music suitable for use by musically untrained listeners, and adaptable to neuroimaging protocols. In Experiment 1, subjects listened to two-part polyphonic music containing triplet patterns that served as attentional targets, and were instructed to attend to individual instruments (segregation), or to the aggregate (integration). Experiment 2 added a bottom-up modulation of instrument timbre distance into the attention-modulation framework of Experiment 1. Analysis of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 indicated that listeners were able to correctly identify the target in both tasks, after only modest training, at high performance levels. We observed no group-level performance difference between attentive conditions or instrument timbre distances, for both integration and segregation. In a subset of subjects, however, there appears to be a trend toward smaller timbre distances leading to a performance decrease, more specifically among those participants showing overall lower performance (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), even though no significant interactions were found (Supplementary Figure [3](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As demonstrated in Experiment 2, the addition of scanner noise to the task had no adverse effect on task performance, validating the task\'s suitability for fMRI studies with continuous pulse sequences. Aside from performance metrics, subjects tested in the scanner indicated having no difficulty segregating stimulus from scanner noise due to both the loudness difference and its continuous/repetitive nature. Overall, the findings demonstrated that non-musicians could be trained to both detect triplet patterns and reliably switch attention between scene elements, enabling the task to be employed in experiments studying stream segregation and integration in a natural listening context.

Task considerations and future applications
-------------------------------------------

High correct scores within our paradigm are desirable, both from the perspective of task compliance and task suitability for imaging experiments. We believe that a subject\'s capacity to detect the triplets correctly in individual voices, or across voices in the integrated condition, provides a strong indication they were either segregating or integrating, respectively. Each occurrence of triplets was incorporated into the melodic structure so as not to stand out from the surrounding music; this feature was explicitly designed during the composition in order to prevent any form of triplet pop-out, as this could lead to unintentional attention-target switches or alternative task strategies. The experimental design specifically focused on creating stimuli and task conditions which require listening effort, but are nonetheless feasible, to ensure that subjects are engaged in performing the desired task. Subjects reported that they needed strong attentional engagement to perform the task, both inside and outside of the scanner environment, especially due to their limited musical training. The subjects\' capacity to detect the triplets correctly is primary evidence that they managed to segregate the mixture into individual streams. If listeners had not streamed the two melodies, they would not have been able to correctly respond whether the triplets were present or absent within a single instrumental voice. If the two streams are not segregated, the main remaining source of information differing between them would be rhythmic cues (tone onsets and offsets), based on which it would not be possible to assign the triplet\'s occurrence to one or the other of the voices. What we aim to investigate with this design is the brain\'s mechanisms which allows a listener to experience distinct melodic voices (or integrate across them) despite that the input arriving at the ear consists of a single mixed waveform of all sounds present in the scene.

Our paradigm was not designed for the detection of subject or condition differences, as demonstrated by a partial ceiling effect on the scores. Future iterations of the experimental protocol can possibly be sensitized to these effects by making the task more difficult for high-performing subjects. Pitch distance between melodic lines could, for example, be parametrically varied at an individual level to determine minimal pitch disparity needed for segregation (for examples see, van Noorden, [@B62]; Bregman, [@B10]) and hence maximal engagement of top-down processes. Conversely, pitch differences could be increased until segregation becomes almost inevitable for maximum reliance on bottom-up processes. Such designs would allow studying stream segregation and integration at various rates of top-down and bottom- up reliance. Increasing difficulty without adjustment of pitch could also be achieved by further reduction of timbre distance between instruments (for examples see, Bregman, [@B10]; Cusack and Roberts, [@B24]). As mentioned, timbre distance reduction appears to have a more pronounced effect on subjects who are not performing close to ceiling, compared to those who are (see Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This observation could be explained by a reduced cognitive load in high-performing subjects, allowing for compensation of the difficulty increase caused by timbre distance reduction, and possibly preventing emergence of a within-condition timbre effect and the hypothesized interaction effect. Insight into whether this hypothesis holds could be provided by testing these subjects with a timbre distance smaller than that based on their perceptual center points; alternatively, a higher tempo of the music could be adopted to make the task more challenging.

Due to the observed general performance increase/learning effect between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), for future use we recommend that the two tasks be carried out in separate groups, possibly providing more challenging conditions and leading to a timbre-distance sensitivity of the performance metric. Subsequent task iterations could adopt the triplet presence or absence response immediately upon target detection, allowing, among others, the investigation of possible reaction time differences. Measuring reaction time could provide a handle on both intra- and inter-subject difficulty differences between conditions or trials, highlight possible cognitive load differences between subjects, and allow further investigation of whether specific stimuli are driving, or inhibiting, factors. A delayed response was adopted in the current setup to allow testing for task applicability to the neuroimaging setting, in which such a design is favored to reduce signal contamination by motor and decisional components. Even though the current sample showed better performance in the group tested in the scanner compared to the lab, we do not believe that subject performance is likely to be enhanced by being tested inside a large magnet, or by the presence of scanner noise. Most likely, observed group difference was due to sampling error; never the less this demonstrates that, at minimum, testing inside the fMRI scanner environment did not interfere with task performance. Presented experimental designs could provide a future vehicle to investigate plasticity and training effects in ASA with highly trained musicians. In order to perform experiments in an equally challenging ASA environment as for non-musicians, task design could be adjusted to include melodies synthesized by the same instrument which incorporate incorrect and/or incomplete cues in only one stream for the Aggregate condition, mis-tuned notes within triplets, or incomplete triplet patterns consisting of two or three triplet notes. Further differences may exist within musicians based on their specific training, with soloists possibly showing more difficulty with source segregation than conductors or orchestra members who are constantly separating their own instruments in the presence of multiple competing music streams, and a more general enhanced perceptual segregation of their main performing instrument (for example, Pantev et al., [@B50]; Carey et al., [@B14]). Further understanding of both subject\'s locus of attention and polyphonic listening behavior could be achieved by employing trials which contain a non-matching instruction and response, for example an instruction indicating attention to the aggregate and a response whether or not triplets were present in the bassoon.

Observed learning effects in subjects may be specific to the pitch ranges and instruments employed in the paradigm, not reflecting a general stream segregation performance gain which is transferable to other instruments or more common streaming tasks such as speech in noise detection. Within polyphonic music pieces, the upper voice is typically more salient (Palmer and Holleran, [@B49]; Crawley et al., [@B22]), suggesting that the segregation task may be more difficult when attending to the cello. Even though no performance difference is observed between the bassoon and cello condition in either of the experiments, verbal reports do confirm that subjectively listeners found the cello condition more difficult. In an attempt to control for the influence of timbre on the learning effects, timbres of voices could be switched to provide an indication whether learning was specific for the instrument-pitch relationship or resulted in general music streaming improvements. To try and reduce some specificity effects of learning, both the training and experimental melodies were uniquely written with a maximum variation in melody and pitch to maintain recognition as common polyphonic music while not destroying the similar pitch relation necessary amid voices across compositions. It is currently unknown whether performance on a music stream segregation task reflects general stream segregation or is more specific to music. A better understanding of their link could be achieved by performance comparison toward standardized complex sounds in background noise tasks such as speech in noise (for examples see, Kalikow et al., [@B33]; Nilsson et al., [@B48]; Wilson, [@B64]; Killion et al., [@B35]) or, in addition, a music-specific stream segregation measure such as the music in noise test (Coffey et al., [@B19]). This would allow insight into whether music streaming employs similar mechanisms as the more widely established segregation task of isolating speech from background sounds. Subject performance will probably be very comparable on the music and speech in noise tasks, although an increase in subjects\' musical training may cause larger performance gains on the music in noise paradigm compared to the speech in noise task.

Polyphonic music perception
---------------------------

Several cognitive theories have been proposed to explain attention to polyphonic music, even though its neural processes are relatively unknown (for examples see, Janata et al., [@B32]; Ragert et al., [@B53]). Two of the main competing hypotheses are a divided attention (Gregory, [@B29]) and a figure-ground model (Sloboda and Edworthy, [@B56]). The divided attention model explains superior performance on polyphonic tasks, as compared to, for example, speech, by listeners\' apparent capacity to divide their attentional resources over multiple melodic lines (Gregory, [@B29]). The figure-ground model, on the contrary, proposes that listeners attend only to a single melody while all others are assigned to the background (Sloboda and Edworthy, [@B56]), achieving multi-voiced perception by shifting their locus of attention between scene elements, therefore explaining perception via undivided attention. Contrary to what these models suggest, subjects are probably not simply dividing or alternating attention, they develop strategies to counteract divided attention issues by allowing for a true integration of melodies (Bigand et al., [@B9]). Even though listening strategies slightly differ between non-musicians, who appear to only integrate the melodic lines into streams, and musicians who are capable of constantly switching their attention between the integration and segregation of melodic lines, the general integrative model does appear to hold for both groups (Bigand et al., [@B9]), suggesting that attention to music may indeed differ from general auditory attention processes. The underlying neural attentional mechanism *per se* does probably not differ, it is the horizontal and vertical relationship which exists between melodies in combination with music-specific schema development which allows to both integrate and segregate music voices, further explaining musicians\' superior performance on these tasks. Schema-based processes are developed on the basis of acquired knowledge and provide an additional form of top-down information important for stream formation (Bregman, [@B10]; Bey and McAdams, [@B6]), operating either in an attentive or pre-attentive mode, depending on task demands. Schemas have been shown to modulate music segregation performance in auditory scenes where integration is strongly driven by primitive (i.e., bottom-up) processes (Bregman, [@B10]; Bey and McAdams, [@B6]). When, for example, performing a segregation task with two interleaved melodies, it has been demonstrated that prior presentation of the to-be-attended sequence aids subsequent separation performance, while a frequency-transposition of the melody caused a reduction of these effects (Bey and McAdams, [@B7]). Within the current task we opted to not implement a modulation of top-down cues and focused on bottom-up attentive effects only, even though these cues are of great importance in ASA (McAdams and Bregman, [@B42]; Bregman, [@B10]; Micheyl et al., [@B45]; Ciocca, [@B17]) and could be employed to both investigate their contribution to music streaming and further aid or impede both the segregation and integration performance. Taken together, the interaction of both bottom-up and top-down processes appears to be capable of modulating whether subjects perceive multi-voiced music as integrated or segregated.

These considerations regarding musical stream segregation and the possible distinct mechanisms that are at play during music listening are also relevant for a broader understanding of how musical training may influence auditory cognition. For example, considerable evidence indicates that musicians outperform those without training in speech-in-noise tasks (Parbery-Clark et al., [@B51]; Swaminathan et al., [@B60]; Zendel et al., [@B66], for review, see Coffey et al., [@B20]). The neural mechanisms underlying this enhancement are not fully understood, even though there is evidence that both bottom-up mechanisms, centered within brainstem nuclei and auditory cortices (Bidelman et al., [@B8]; Coffey et al., [@B18]), and top-down mechanisms (Kraus and Chandrasekaran, [@B36]), engaging motor and frontal-lobe systems (Du and Zatorre, [@B28]), play a role due to music\'s reliance on both kinds of processes. The task presented here could be used in conjunction with other tasks requiring segregation of targets from backgrounds to generate a better understanding of the relationship between music-specific auditory cognitive abilities, and their possible generalization to non-musical contexts.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

In this work we demonstrated that participants with limited to no musical education could be trained to isolate triplet patterns in polyphonic music, and complete both a selective attention task and a combined attention-timbre manipulation auditory streaming task with high accuracy. Triplet detection provided us with an objective variable assessing the listener\'s locus of attention, as well as their general task compliance, showing they were able to both successfully segregate individual instruments and integrate across the music streams. Insight into ASA processes with long complex music stimuli could be employed to inform research into, among others, hearing aid design and brain-based algorithm development for hearing aids, Brain Computer Interfaces, and provide a powerful means to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying both stream segregation and integration in naturalistic though well-controlled auditory scenes. An understanding of general ASA processes in the brain may very well be one of the necessary hurdles to cross in order to discern those processes underlying general music processing (Nelken, [@B47]).
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Mean pitch **(a)** and mean absolute frequency modulation **(b)** for bassoon (blue dots) and cello (green dots) per composition included in Experiment 1. Accuracy per composition across all trials for Experiment 1 **(c)** and Experiment 2 **(d)**; red horizontal line, median; box, 25th--75th percentile.
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###### 

Experiment 2 directed acyclic graph of Bayesian hierarchical model parameters for the d-prime model. Bias is modeled equally to d-prime, connecting to this model within the Hit and FA nodes. For simplicity, bias modeling is omitted from this graph. Notation based on Dietz ([@B27]); see <http://github.com/jluttine/tikz-bayesnet>.
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###### 

Experiment 2 Bayesian hierarchical model, showing several possible contrasts and interactions; horizontal lines below histograms, 95% HDI.
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###### 

Experiment 2 condition specific Hit rates (squares) and False Alarm rates (dots) for group mean (colors) and individuals (black). Attention condition: Red, Aggregate; Blue, Bassoon; Green, Cello; Timbre distance: Max, maximum; Int, intermediate; Min, minimum.
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